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Name: Wisakedjak
Tribal affiliation: Cree, Algonquin, Menominee
Alternate spellings: Wisakejak, Wisakecahk, Wisakechak, Wesakechak, Wesakaychak, 
Wesakejak, Wisagatcak, Weesageechak, Weesagechak, Wiisaakechaahk, Wiisagejaak, 
Wissaketchak, Wissakatchakwa, Wîsahkecâhk, Wisahkecahk, Wisakecahk, Weskechak, 
Wesakecak, Wesakechak, Wiskejak, Wiskedjak, Wisaketjak, Wisagatcak, Wizakejak, 
Wisakejak, Wizakeshak, Wissekedjak, Weesakeechuk, Weesageechak, Wesucechak, 
Wisatkatcak, Whiskey-Jack, Whiskeyjack, Wisahkecahkw, Wee-sa-hay-jac, 
Wissekedjawk, Wisaketcakw
Pronunciation: Varies by dialect: usually wee-sah-keh-chock or wih-sah-kay-jock
Type: Culture hero, Transformer, trickster
Related figures in other tribes: Wenebojo (Ojibwa), Glooscap (Wabanaki), Nape 
(Blackfoot)

Wisakedjak is the benevolent culture hero of the Cree tribe 
(sometimes referred to as a "transformer" by folklorists.) His name is
spelled so many different ways partially because Cree was originally
an unwritten language (so English speakers just spelled it however it 
sounded to them at the time), and partially because the Cree 
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language is spoken across a huge geographical range in both Canada 
and the US, so it has many different dialects. Wisakedjak is a 
trickster character whose adventures are often humorous. Unlike 
Plains Indian tricksters, however, Wisakedjak is usually portrayed as 
a staunch friend of humankind, and never as a dangerous or 
destructive being. 

Details of Wisakedjak's life vary considerably from community to 
community. In some myths, Wisakedjak was specifically created by 
the Great Spirit to be a teacher for humankind. In others, he was the 
divine son of the Earth. And in other legends, he was the son of a 
Rolling Head monster, who was forced to kill his violent mother to 
survive. In many traditions Wisakedjak's younger brother was the 
Wolf, Mahihkan, who was killed by Water Lynxes or Horned 
Serpents, earning them the bitter enmity of Wisakedjak. 
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Wisakedjak

Wisakedjak (Wìsakedjàk in Algonquin, Wīhsakecāhkw
in Cree and Wiisagejaak in Oji-cree) is the Crane
Manitou found in northern Algonquian mythology,
similar to the trickster god Nanabozho in Ojibwa
aadizookaanan (sacred stories) and Inktonme in
Assiniboine myth. He is generally portrayed as being
responsible for a great flood which destroyed the world
originally made by the Creator, as well as the one who
created the current world with magic, either on his own
or with powers given to him by the Creator for that
specific purpose. His name is subject to many variant
spellings, including Weesack-kachack, Wisagatcak,
Wis-kay-tchach, Wissaketchak, Woesack-ootchacht,
and undoubtedly others.
It was sometimes Anglicized as Whiskey Jack, which
became an alternate name for the Gray Jay.

1 In fiction

Wisakedjak is a character in the book American Gods
by Neil Gaiman, where he is frequently referred to as
“Whiskey Jack” as a corruption of the name.[1]

The character also appears in Kiss of the Fur Queen by
Tomson Highway and The Onion Girl by Charles de Lint,
and in "The Wolf at the End of the World" by "Douglas
Smith" (where his name is spelled Wisakejack).
Elijah Weesageechak/[Wiisagejaak] is a character in the
book Three Day Road by Joseph Boyden, where he has
been nicknamed “Whiskeyjack” by his fellow company-
mates as the Anglicized version of his name.
Whiskeyjack is a character in Canadian author Steven
Erikson's epic fantasy series The Malazan Book of the
Fallen. He is the putative leader (his rank goes up and
down) of the Bridgeburners, an elite unit of soldiers in
the Malazan Empire.
In the 1991 movie Clearcut, Wiisagejaak is referred to as
the Deceiver by a First Nations elder named Wilf, por-
trayed by Floyd “Red Crow” Westerman.[2]

2 See also

• Glooscap

• Nanabozho

• Demiurge

3 References
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CANADA” by Ella Elizabeth Clark ISBN 0-7710-
2121-6
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Wiza'ka'a (also spelled Wisaka and other ways.) Wiza'ka'a is the benevolent culture hero of the 
Kickapoo tribe (sometimes referred to as a "transformer" by folklorists.) His name is pronounced 
similar to wee-zah-kah-ah. Wiza'ka'a is the same character as the Cree Wesakaychak and shares some 
similarities with other Algonquian heroes such as the Wabanaki Glooscap and Anishinabe Nanabozho; 
many of the same stories are told in different Algonquian tribes with only the identity of the protagonist
differing. 
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Name: Wisaka
Tribal affiliation: Kickapoo, Sac and Fox, Potawatomi
Alternate spellings: Wisake, Wiza'ka'a, Wiske, Wieska, Wizaka, Wizakaa, Wisakaa, 
Wisahkeha, Wisakeha, Wizakeha, Wisaaka, Wi'saka, Wisakatchekwa, Wiskatchekwa, 
Wisakachakwa, Wesokochauqua, We-sah-kah
Pronunciation: Varies by dialect: usually wee-zah-kah, wee-zah-keh-hah, or wee-skeh
Type: Culture hero, Transformer, trickster
Related figures in other tribes: Wesakechak (Cree), Nanabojo (Anishinabe), Glooscap 
(Wabanaki), Napi (Blackfoot)

Wisaka is the benevolent culture hero of the prairie Algonquian tribes (sometimes referred to as a 
"transformer" by folklorists.) His name is spelled so many different ways partially because these tribes 
speak several different languages, and partially because they were originally unwritten (so English 
speakers just spelled it however it sounded to them at the time). Wisaka is a trickster character whose 
adventures are often humorous. Unlike Plains Indian tricksters, Wisaka is usually portrayed as a good 
friend of humankind, not a dangerous or destructive being. 

The details of Wisaka's life vary somewhat from community to community. Most often he is said to 
have been directly created by the Great Spirit. (Some Kickapoo communities in Mexico identify 
Wisaka as the son of the Great Spirit, though this may be an influence from Christianity.) In other 
traditions, Wisaka is born of a virgin mother and raised by his Grandmother Earth. In some stories 
Wisaka is said to have created the first humans out of mud, while in others, the Great Spirit created 
people modelled on Wisaka, who then became their Elder Brother. In many tribal traditions, Wisaka has
a younger brother named Chibiabos or Yapata, who was killed by water spirits and became the ruler of 
the dead. 
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